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Please TYPE all information for accurate processing. Please continue to follow the
guidelines for submission provided at your Girl Scout GOLD Award workshop. Make
copies of this application for yourself, Leader and Advisor, and then submit the ORIGINAL,
a completed Time log totaling a minimum of 80 project hours, support letter from the
agency/organization collaborated with during your project, an outline of your final budget
along with any other attachments to:
GSCSNJ
2944 Victoria Avenue
Newfield, NJ 08344
Attn: Awards Program

Personal Data:
Name: Sanjana Saksena
Address: 72 Ashford Drive

City: Plainsboro

County: Middlesex

State: New Jersey

Zip: 8,536

Phone:

E-mail Address:sanjanasaksena96@gmail DOB: Apr 12, 1997

Age: 15

+1 (913) 538-7292

Grade: 10th

.com

Exact Name for Certificate:

Sanjana Saksena

Troop Information:
Troop Number (5Digit): 71,607

Level:Senior

Service Unit: WWP

Troop Leader/Volunteer: Louisa Ho
Email Address: louisa.ho@verizon.net

Phone:

609-371-2119

Advisor Information (Unrelated Adult/Registered GS)
Project Advisor: Louisa Ho
Email Address: louisa.ho@verizon.net

Phone:

+1 (609) 371-2119

Mentor Information (Unrelated Adult/Project Focused)
Project Mentor: Renu Gupta

Organization: Support A Child Foundation (SAC)

Email Address:

Phone:

+1 (513) 860-1151

nishved@yahoo.com
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Building Your Team
Confirm your list of names of individuals and organizations that you worked with on
your Take Action project. (Please attach a separate sheet if necessary)
Team Members

Affiliation

Role

Mrs. Renu Gupta

Vishwa Hindu Parishad, US

Program Director, Support A Child (SAC) Project

Mrs. Gil

English as Second Language teacher

Helped me form lesson plans and syllabus

Mr. Gopal Das Goel

Bhartiya Vidya Mandir, India

Principal, Kota Branch Bhartiya Vidya Mandir school

Praveena & Sanjeev Saksena

Parents

Louisa Ho

Project Advisor

Apekshit Sharma

Computer Instructor of the school

Provided technical support towards project execution and liaison with the stude

Yogesh Dadhich

Computer hardware technician

Helped assemble the new computer system and installation in the media cente

Provided transportation, and helped me execute my project plan

Guided me in selection of my project and defining its scope and objectives
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Take Action Project
Project Title: Computer Literacy and Supplementary English Learning Program
Project Start Date: June 17, 2012

Project Completion Date: July 7, 2012

Describe the issue your project addressed. Provide a detailed description of your project
and if you achieved the impact you hoped to make and define who benefitted:
My issue was to help poor and needy children who could not afford a proper education. Poverty and Illiteracy have been
long standing problems for the developing countries like India that faces the inevitable consequences of such social
malaises and where urgent financial support and educational help is needed to fight against them. I helped a group of
students from one such school become computer literate and created new learning opportunities for them by setting up a
computerized learning center for them.
Support-A-Child foundation (SAC) supports 800+ children in 36 institutions across 17 states of India. They provide
lodging, boarding, medical assistance, and education to poor and needy children. I worked with one of the SAC schools in
Kota, India. Bhartiya Vidya Mandir (BVM) is a schooling center for around 400 underprivileged children, varying in age
from 5 - 15 years old. I focused on approximately 30 students in the age group of 10 -14 years, who had basic language
skills in English required to understand the curriculum of my project.
For a period of 3 weeks, I taught these children English comprehension and language constructs before imparting
computer foundational skills on using Microsoft Word, Excel, and PowerPoint. I introduced the students to key Internet
features such as web browsing, searching, e-mailing, etc. The students created GMail accounts in their names and
learned communication techniques using pictures and file attachments. They learned the use of flash drives to store and
move information between computers. By installing a new computer system and with the help of donated books, I
expanded the school library with a media center.
My project benefitted the students group greatly in overcoming their language limitations and developing computer skills
to leverage the Internet as a valuable learning resource.

What was the root cause of the issue? How did you address it?
The purpose of my project was to impart computer literacy to underprivileged children with limited facilities. I was focusing
on a school run by an organization called Support a Child (SAC). This organization helps children in India financially, as
well as in terms of obtaining a primary education. It addresses one of the United Nation's Millennium Development Goals
of Achieving Primary Education at the grass-root level.
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How will your project be sustained beyond your involvement?
The media center I left behind can be used as a guideline for future volunteers and teachers to work with the students. It
offers a simple and scalable model for those interested in expanding the program's reach among more students and
schools.
The media center provides the students of the school easy access to the computer and related reading material which
will promote on-going self-learning and practising their computer skills. They will continue to expand their knowledge from
my teachings by using the new learning center.

Define if there is a national and/or global link to your project and provide the details:
The Support-A-Child organization runs schools nationwide in India. The details of my project will be shared with other
SAC schools in their formal, periodic meetings. SAC belongs to the international organization, Vishwa Hindu Parishad
(VHP) USA branch which provides my project visibility to other such schools run by them.
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Describe any obstacles you encountered and what you did to overcome them:
One of the few obstacles I faced during my project execution was maintaining discipline and ensuring that the students
stayed attentive during my lectures and lab activities. Although they were passionate about learning new things, many
were easily distracted. I managed this by introducing more interactive activities to capture their attention. I also conducted
frequent quizzes to evaluate their comprehension level, which resulted into more responsible behavior.

Describe what steps you took to inspire others through sharing your project (website, blog,
presentations, posters, videos and articles).
I wrote an article on my Gold Award Project which is soon to be published in the Vishwa Hindu Parishad magazine, in the
USA edition. The article covers the issue I targeted, and how I made a difference in a small city across the globe. I
incorporated pictures, as well as the outcome of the learning center in Kota.
The school also published a detailed report on my project and distributed it to other SAC schools.
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Describe what you learned from this project including leadership skills you developed.
What did you learn about yourself as a result of this project?
There was a lot of effort required on my part to make this project a success. I developed leadership, organizational, and
public speaking skills. The fund raising required persuasive skills. My interest and extensive knowledge in computers and
passion for teaching became my major strength in conducting this program. I also learned new things about computers
through my project. Interaction with the students had to be in the regional language (Hindi) which I could speak fluently. I
also used my experience from my Silver Award project in handling children and maintaining order among them to ensure
a focused and ready to learn audience.
Through the execution of this project, I developed my creative skills in preparing the lesson plan and curriculum at a level
that the children could comprehend. I also learned how to make the teaching effective and useful for them.

What was the most successful aspect of your project?
The most successful aspect was the feedback I received from the students they provided by filling out survey forms at the
end of the course. The found the simple and personalized approach of teaching to be highly effective and easy to
remember. The hands-on computer experience they gained from my classes motivated them to adopt self learning as a
sustainable method of expanding knowledge.

What aspects of your project would you change or do differently if you could start over?
I wouldn't change much since the project was extremely successful, and I enjoyed conducting it.
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Impact On . . .
Community
The media center with a
computer along with several
books provided learning
opportunities to many more
children.

Target Audience
(workshop participants,
other youth, community
members, and so on)
My target audience was the
students of Bharatiya Vidya
Mandir. They could not receive
an education that most fortunate
kids could. I wanted to help
these kids and provide them
with materials that could
enhance their learning career.

Goals
What community issue was
addressed?
Educating needy and poor
children

What skills, knowledge, or
attitudes did your target
audience gain?
They learned fundamental
computer skills such as using
paint, word, excel, and the
internet. In order to use the
computer, I taught them basic
English knowledge as well, so
they could operate the computer
better. By the end of my project,
the children had an adequate
skill of English language, and
could utilize the computer well.

Examples of
Immediate Impact

Possible Future
Impact

What are concrete
examples that you made a
difference?

What examples of the
project impact might you
see in future?

I gave the children a test on the
first and last day of my classes.
The improvement shown on the
tests were incredible! Many kids
had improved drastically from
before and after I began
teaching them.

The children could be sharing
what they learned through me to
their family, friends, and
classmates. The media center
would create an adequate
learning environment for the
students in future generations.

What examples
demonstrate that the target
audience gained skills or
knowledge?

What would be examples of
a long-term impact on your
target audience?

The students adopted selfAfter my lessons, the students
learning as an effective means
were able to operate the
of expanding their knowledge.
computer independently. They
largely overcame their inhibition
with the English language. They
were more fluent than before,
and performed more unctions
on the computer.

(Attach a separate sheet if necessary)
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Impact
On . . .
You

Goals
Which of the 15 Girl Scout Leadership Outcomes*
listed do you think you were able to develop through
this project?
Discover:
 I developed a stronger sense of self.
 I developed positive values.
 I gained practical life skills.
 I sought challenges in the world.
 I developed critical thinking.
Connect:

Examples of Immediate Impact
Within each leadership key (Discover, Connect and
Take Action) list one or two examples of your
growth as a leader.
I developed a stronger sense of myself because I had to
perform the role of a teacher. I had to express confidence
and strength while speaking to the students. In order for
them to take me and my project seriously, I had to be
strong, and talk in a loud, clear voice. I also developed
critical thinking while creating new lessons to teach my
students. Sometimes, my planned lessons would have
ended, and I would be left with extra time to spare.
Therefore, I had to engage the students into effective
activities on the spot.

 I developed healthy relationships.

I developed healthy and friendly relationships with the
children I taught, and the staff of the school. The students
respected me for the fact that I was conducting these
 I resolved conflicts.
classes for their benefit, and the staff was proud to know
that I supported their school and tried to make a difference
 I advanced diversity in a multicultural world.
in it voluntarily. Through my lessons, I promoted
 I felt more connected to my community, locally and cooperation and team building by engaging the children in
globally.
team activities and games.

 I promoted cooperation and team building.

Take Action:
 I will identify community issues.
 I will be a resourceful problem solver.
 I will advocate for myself and others, locally and
globally.
 I will educate and inspire others to act.
 I will feel empowered to make a difference in the
world.
*Want more information on the Girl Scout Leadership
Outcomes?

I educated and inspired others to act by teaching poor
children advanced technology information. Many became
interested in the computer field, and wanted to learn more,
even after I was finished with my project. After my Gold
Award project, I felt empowered to go further. If I made an
impact on one small school, I could promote more schools
like Bhartiya Vidya Mandir. One by one, the education
issue would not be a financial problem, and more children
could gain opportunities to learn and be successful in their
future. I felt like a leader throughout my project, and I feel
that many others can by taking the initiative to make a
difference in underprivileged children's lives.

Visit www.girlscouts.org
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Possible Future Impact
How do you think your leadership skills will grow in the future as a result of completing your Girl
Scout GOLD Award project?
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